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.1 
_ My ‘invention relates to an improvement in 
method of sealing cartons wherein it is desired ‘to 
produce a tight seal ‘between overlying ‘?aps of 
a carton through the use'of suction. _ 
In the sealing of ‘tubular cartons of the vregular 

glue end ‘type, it is common practice ‘to fold a 
pair of closing .?aps or vpanels into coplanar op 
posed relationship ‘and to fold ?aps ‘from the re 
maining opposed ‘walls 'over ‘the ‘opposed ?aps in 
superimposed relation. It is usually found that 
one end of ‘such cartons maybe tightly sealed due 
to’t'he ‘fact that the ‘tubular 'bo'dy‘is placed over a 
block or mandrel ‘before the sealing operation 
takes place, which permits "the necessary pres 
sure to be applied to seal ‘the various ?aps “in vsu 
perimposed relation. In sealing the remaining 
end of the carton, however, after the contents 
have been placed therein, Jt‘is d'i?icult to obtain 
a tight seal due to the ‘inherent tendency of the 
opposed ‘flaps to curl down into the carton'when 
moistened ‘by adhesive and further due to the 
fact that external pressure against the "carton 
end tends ‘to bend the opposed ?aps into‘the'c'ar 
ton. As a result ‘the sifting of the contents ‘of 
the carton through this last sealed end ‘often 
occurs. 

It‘i's the object of‘t'helpresent ‘invention to pro 
du'ce a tightly sealed carton ‘by preventing the 
innermost ?ap OrT?apS of ‘the carton Tfrom folding 
down into the carton. As ‘a result the various 
surfaces of ‘the superimposed '?aps are tightly 
adhered ‘together "and ‘little or ‘no sifting takes 
place between ‘the adhered surfaces. ‘ 
A feature of the present invention "lies vin the 

provision of one or a series ‘of apertures ‘in ‘one 
or ‘more of the i?aps overlying the innermost '?ap‘ 
or ‘?aps. This ‘flap containing the ‘aperture or 
apertures is then placed beneath a suction ‘ap 
paratus ‘which operates ‘through the apertures ‘to 
draw "the innermost ?ap ‘or-flaps against ‘the ad 
jacent ‘surface. The atmospheric ‘pressure within 
the carton’then acts to ‘push the “innermost ‘?ap 
or ‘?aps against ‘the overlying aperture, which 
?ap or i?aps provideatight ‘bond between these 
parts. 

'A feature of ‘the present invention ‘lies ‘in ‘the 
fact that no unusual carton structure is required 
to accomplish ‘the ‘desired ‘result, and “no addi 
tional stock is necessary :to ‘produce a tightly 
sealed carton. ‘Thus my ‘carton ‘may ;be "formed 
as shapely as "conventional glued ‘end ‘type ‘car 
tons without the accompanying disadvantages 
thereof. ' 

-A v‘further feature of ‘the ‘present invention glies . 
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carton is sealed in ‘a benventional type closing 
and sea‘lin‘g‘mechanism It is only necessary to 
add va ‘suction unitto ‘the ‘conventional gluing 
apparatus in order to cause the sealing operation 

-- to "be effected. 

A further feature “of, the present invention in the speed with“ uwhichftlie sea-ling operation 

may take place. ‘If airelatively quick drying 
adhesive 'is‘en'ipmyed‘on the cartons, the closing 
?aps may be folded ‘into ‘carton sealing position 
and suction applied at thefproper time to pull] 
the innermost “?aps againstthe overlying i?aps 
and to “produce ‘a tight bond therebetween. 
A '“further feature of ‘the present ‘invention re 

sides in the jiai'c‘t that suetion may ‘be intermit~ 
tently ensues if "it ‘is 'so 'ti'e’sired. In many 1in 
stances this arrangement ‘is, desirable; as ‘if the 
inner “carton 'fi'a-ps a‘ré‘nbt pulled into engage-1 
ment ‘with their ‘overlying. ?aps "when suction is 
actually applied, additional air may be permitted 
to ‘enter the ‘interior :of the carton-so as to main 
tain atmospheric pressure witl'iin'the same. The 
carton may ‘then again 'Lbe ‘subjected to vacuum, 
which again tendsto draw the ‘innermost ?aps 
against the surfaces ‘to which "they ~‘should the 
sealed. ' " , ’ 

‘Theseand "o‘rther‘ objects 'and‘Lnovel features of 
my invention ‘will ‘be more ‘clearly and 'fully set 
forthfin the f-ollowing-speci?cat-ion-and claims. 

‘In ‘the drawings ~forin‘i'ng"a part of my speci 
?cation: ‘ _ x I _ ‘ 

Figure 1‘ "is :a perspective 'view of a carton in 
partially closed position showing one type of ap-‘ 

~_ erture ‘in the ‘sealing i?aps. 

50' 

Figure 2 is ,a view similar to Figure '1 showing'a 
di?erent type of aperture which may ibe-usedin 
the ~sealing?aps. V _ v 

Figure 3 "is "a ‘view similar‘ to "Figures v1 “and ‘2 
showing a singleaperture‘in ‘one-sealing ?ap ‘and 
a series "of liwe‘la'tiinaly~=s‘in'a3l1 ‘apertures in \theIOuter 
most sealing ?ap.‘ u __ ' 

‘Figure 14 is ‘a perspective-view of ~a'~modi?ed 
form of "carton ‘showing a "different arrangement 
oifapertures-in thesealing?aps. > ‘ 

‘Figure ‘5 'is ‘a perspective view "of the carton 
shown "in Figure *l‘with ‘the end‘t-hereof ‘sealed; ' 

iFig‘u'reiti ‘is a perspective yieWof-a-earton ‘show 
ing ‘apertures in ‘but one of ‘the *superinipo'sed 
sealing i?aps. ‘ 
iFigured] -‘is-aiview df-t-he carton lshow'n‘in Fig 

ure-6 with the *apert-ured‘j?ap-in c1osing‘pos‘it'ion. 
“Figure ‘8 is a ‘diagrammatic side View of "a can 

ton ?lling,v erasing land Sealing meGh-a-nism. 
Figure 9 is a._~perspective_diagrammatic new 

inthe iact Lthat sucnenemayzbe applied 'as'the 55v showingth'e‘suétion"apparatus’showniin'lFigure?. 
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Figure 10 is a cross sectional view through a 
portion of the apparatus shown in Figure 9. 

Figure 11 is a modi?ed form of apparatus 
which may be used in place of that shown in 
Figures 8, 9, and 10. 
The carton A, illustrated in Figures 1 and 5 

of the drawings; is provided with tubular side 
wall structure Ill which is shown rectangular in 
cross section. The tubular wall structure I0 is 
provided with two opposed closing ?aps II and 
I2 and a second pair of opposed closing ?aps I 3 
and [4. In the usual sequence of closing the car 

4 
an alternate construction to the cartons A, 13, 
and C. The carton D includes a substantially 
rectangular body 35 having a pair of closing ?aps 
36 and 31 issuing from two opposed sides into 
coplanar relation and a pair of overlying ?aps 

1 39 and 40 which fold sequentially over the ?aps 

10' 

ton the ?aps H and 12 are usually folded down 4 
into coplanar relation as illustrated in Figure 1 
of the drawings in full lines, and the remaining 
?aps I3 and I4 are then folded to overlie the 
?aps Hand [2. 

15 

The ?ap I3 is provided withtapair or» spa- ' 
tures l5 through which a portion of the ?aps. II 
and 12 are exposed. The exposed portions of 
the ?aps II and 12 are portions spaced from any 
edge thereof and are shown in approximately the 
center of the ?aps II and I2. In actual practice 
the apertures 15 may be somewhat closer to 
gether than is shown in order to be positioned 
more closely adjacent the free ends I 6 and I1 of 
the ?aps H and 12 respectively, 
~ The ?ap I4 is provided with a pair of spaced 
aperturesl9 which register with the apertures 
[ 5 when the ?ap l4 has been folded to overlie 
the flap I3. Thus when the carton is sealed as 
in Figure 5 of the drawings a portion of the ?ap 
II and a portion of the ?ap l2 are exposed. ' 
. .In Figiure2 of'the drawings I disclose a car 
ton B which may be substituted for the carton A. 
The carton B is provided with a tubular body 
20 which may be rectangular in shape. From 
the side walls of the tubular'body 20 issue op 
posed closing ?aps 2| and 22. and oppositely dis 
posed closing ?aps 23 and 24. The ?aps 2| and 
22 are usually ?rst folded into coplanar relation 
as shown ~in Figure 2_. The ?ap 24 is then folded 
tooverlie the flaps .2! and 22 and to be adhered 
thereto, and the flap 23 is next folded to overlie 
the a?ap 24. Adhesive is applied to some or all 
of ‘these ?aps to seal the same together. _ 
; ;The.?ap 24 isprovided with a pair of spaced 
apertures 25 therein, which expose portions ‘of 
the flaps 2| and'2'2 spaced from any edge'th'ere 
of. _i The '?a'p 23"is provided with relatively small 
apertures 26~ in'reg'istry with the ‘apertures 25. 
Thus whenthe carton isclosed relatively small 
apertures 26'may be noted in the uppermost 
panel 23 ‘while larger‘apertures 25 are found in 
the panel24 beneath the panel 23. ' 
mIn Figure 3 of the drawings 1 disclose a carton 
C which maybe used alternatively with the car 
tons A or B._ The carton D is provided with a 
tubular wall structure 21 which is shown as 
rectangular in shape. Two closing ?aps or panels 
29 and 30 issue from oppositely disposed side 
walls of the body and ?aps 3| and 32 issue from 
the remaining opposed carton walls to fold over 
the flaps 29 and 30. The ?ap 3| is preferably 
?rst folded and'the ?ap 32 is preferably upper 
most. The ?ap 3| is provided with spaced aper 
tures 33 which in folded position of the ?ap over 
lie portions of the ?aps 29 and 30 spaced from 
any edge thereof. The ?ap 32 is provided with 
a series of relatively small perforations 34 ar 
ranged to overlie the apertures 33. The aper 
tures‘34 thus communicate with the apertures 
33 and permit a partial evacuation of the air 
from theapertures 33. 

. The carton I?! iliusireiee $9 Figure 4.115: also 
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36 and 31. Spaced apertures 4| are provided in 
the ?ap 39 to expose portions of the flaps 26 
and 31 exposed from any edge thereof. Tabs 
42 are partially cut from the body of the ?ap 
40, being connected thereto along hinge lines 43. 
The tabs 42 when elevated or hinged along the 
fold lines 43 form an aperture in the ?ap 40 
through which air may pass from the apertures 
4|. However, when the carton is sealed the tabs 
42'may lie in coplanar relationship with the re 
.mainder of the ?ap, leaving no aperture in the 
exposed ?ap. 
~ In‘ Figures 6 and '1 of the drawings I disclose 
a carton E which similarly may be sealed by suc 
tion. The carton E includes a tubular body 44 
preferably rectangular in cross section which is 
provided with a pair of opposed sealing ?aps 45 
and 46, which are shown bent into coplaner re 
lationship. vA second pair of opposed ?aps 41 
and 49 are hingedly attached to the remaining 
side walls of the tubular. body 44 and are de 
signed to fold into superimposed relation with 
the ?aps 45 and 46. The ?ap 41 is provided 
with a pair of spaced apertures 59 extending 
therethrough which are spaced to expose por 
tions of the ?aps 45 and 46 spaced from any edge 
thereof. The ?ap 49 is designed to fold over the 
?ap 41 when the carton is completely sealed so 
as to .cover the apertures. 

_ In this form of carton E, the suction is applied 
after the flap 41 has folded into sealing position 
aslshown in Figure 7 of the drawings and before 
the flap 49 has been folded to cover the same. 
Obviously this structure has the advantage of 
leaving no exposed apertures when the package 
is completely closed, but on the other hand the 
structure has the disadvantage of requiring a 
separate sealing operation to seal the ?ap 49. In 
most sealing methods the flaps 41 and 49 are 
folded at almost the same time and pressure is 
then applied to hold the flaps in, superimposed 
relation. With the structure shown in Figures 
6 and '1 the ?ap 41 must ?rst be folded into the 
position shown in Figure '1, suction and pressure 
applied so as to seal the flaps 45, 46 and 41 to 
gether._ Subsequently adhesive must be applied 
to the ?ap 49, this ?ap folded to overlie the 
?ap 41, and pressure applied to hold the flap 
49 against the sealed remaining end structure. 

_ In Figures 8 and 9 of the drawings I disclose 
diagrammatically a form of sealing apparatus 
by means of which the cartons may be ?lled and 
sealed. This structure is merely diagrammatic 
and illustrates the principle, rather than the 
precise construction of the parts. The sealing 
mechanism F includes a conveyor 51 which is 
supported by end pulleys 52 and 53. The top 
surface of the conveyor is. preferably supported 
by any suitable means such as by spaced rollers 
or by a ?xed support 54 as shown. Cartons such 
as the cartons A, for example, are fed upon the 
upper surface of the conveyor 5| and are guided 
in their path between guide rails such as 55. 
The cartons successively pass'beneath a sealing 
hopper such as 56 by means of which the cartons 
are ?lled. 
After the ?lling operation the opposed ?aps 

l3 and 14 having apertures therein are folded 
outwardly into right’ angular relation with, the 
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‘side walls of carton byw meansoff folding?‘ 
horns. or: bars 51. Thaopposed; ?aps H‘ and 1.1“ 
are» subjected to: the. actionlot 341710016 shaped 
plate 59’ and a pressing"; foot‘ 802 which actsv to 
fold the ?aps; Ill. and 1.2 into" positionshnwn. 
in Figure 1 of the drawings. ' 

While. the ?aps. are, in- the; position shown in 
Figure 1‘, the ?aps I532 and-{I542 being.v supported by 
a folding bar 615‘, the'cartom top may passibetween.» 
glue wheel's 6d‘; which apply glue: to the-"upperv 
surfaces of the. ?aps. l3: and... I14 and: also to‘ the 
opposedi?aps IE1: and IL The. toldingba‘r- 515 then. 
acts to‘ fold‘ the. ?ap: I’? intoipo‘sitiomoverlymg“ 
the flaps II and; , 1 ‘ ' - 

A folding, bar: 63%: similar to the» bar 61,-.‘ but 
the reverse thereof;- underlies‘ the» ?aps; lit. of. thea 
su‘ccessive‘ cartons; as theystravel along: the; cone. 
veyor 5 I ,. and acts to: fold‘the ?aps-s lflijill: position 
to overlie the flaps t3»; The cartons A. then‘. are 
fed beneath a cooperating ‘conveyor: 64% which». 
acts. to apply the’. necessary‘. pressure to- hold the‘ 
?aps in their superimposedposition. Pressure 
rollers 65. may act‘ againsftthe: undersurface- of? 
the conveyor it so as. to. hold: this conveyor-V 
against the tops- of the’:cartons.l Blocksa 66 or 
cleats may,v.iii- desired; be} p-rovidedion the‘ con 
veyor 6A; to. engage against the rearmost edge- or 
the carton so- as. to. cause-.propenregistration be 
tween. the cartons: A. and-the conveyorv belt M. 

As. will be- noted in Figure 8 ofz'the drawingsv 
the conveyor-1 64: mounted‘ upon‘; end: pulleys: 61 
and 69. and is provided-with spaced apertures-120a 
therein designed tooverlie: the, centerfportion ‘of? 
the top of‘ each canton as; it successively" moves 
between the conveyors Niandi I11. The-‘apertures 
‘Hl are of large enough siZe-tucommunicatewith 
the spaced; openings ‘I S inv the uppermost carton 
flap M, butath-ese apertures are-somewhat smallerl 
in. area. than the top oi-"the carton so'as-t‘oape 
ply pressure marginally/along allot‘ thefedges of“ 
the. carton top-closures. TThe cartons are guid 
ed from movement laterally-of thev conveyors means of‘ suitable?xediguidelbars1i. ' 

: overlying the upper surface of‘ the-lower por; 
tion. of the conveyor 64 I1 provide a. suction» con~ 

mg; atmosphere'and; them are: subjected‘ to "evade 

a. 

460" 

duit 12'. whichv extend-'seiiitocontact with‘ the‘ up-Y ' 
per‘ surface of thezconveyorbelt Slain opposed? 
relation. tothe- surfaceaengaging the tops of the 
cartons A. This suction conduit overlies the 
belt surface. spaced Efpoints; along-1 the length; 
of travel‘ of thebeltarid permits suction to be 
communicated-1 to; the apertures: 1011 in the - con~ 
veyor . belt. In. other :words; air‘ from: within the 
apertures ‘ml and‘. accordingly » the communicat1-v 
ing apertures I=5i and: |9T~in5 the» top- ?aps or; the“ 
carton A‘ may: be» partially evacuated byfmeans 
of. this suction. conduit‘. 112. ‘ 

' With referencenovw to Figure 10~of§~the¢draw~ 
ings it will be noted that thesuction conduit 11211 
is providedvwith a, relatively- large’ undersurfa'ce 
13; in contact with: the» conveyor/‘belt; Miranda 
relatively narrow suction passage 14; This struc-» 
ture is designed: to prevent-timeless of‘ vacuum 
through communi'cationibetween: the passage ‘H1. 
and .the outer atmospherevas the apertures ‘Hi-in 
the. conveyor beltpass beneath“ the- same; It‘ is 
desirable» try-have the entire/aperture‘- 10% closed}; 
‘by the under-surface 1a of the suctijoncondui't 
12 before this aperture comesiintojcommunica 
tion with- the passage" ‘It; This passage 14 may 
be relatively wide; however; so-asnot to restrict ' 
the free passage of-‘air-therethrough. I ‘ 

_As each successi-‘ve' cartonAYA passes beneath 
the ' undersurface- ‘l3 - ops-the‘ suction" conduit the;v 
apertures-‘illlares-?rstesealedlifrom- the‘ surround-1 

as: 
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uation. by communication: with the passage. 
14.. Whiletlie- passage ‘to: is in. communicationi 
with the passagev'lt air: will‘. be: partially evac 

. uated from the apertures 10 and from the: ap:-.~ 
ertures lit» and I25 the. carton- ?apsi lit-and: l3 
respectively. action lowers the: pressure 
above the-.iopposed?apswl t and t2 and permits. 
the.norma1 atmospheric pressure within the car 
ton. tourge the flaps intocontactwith the-under; 
surface: of; the? ?aps t3; As. a, result the. normal 
tendency for the-?aps Ht and-121 to curl’. inwardly 
is‘obviated. - ‘ 

An observation of the carton at. the. left side: 
ofiFigure 10 shows-that“. the flaps: Hi and‘ [2 have 
curled downwardly to some extent away from. 
the overlying: ?aps; Ii‘ and I4. This tendency‘ to:v 
curl‘ inwardly» is caused-‘by. the moistem'ng of 
these ?aps by- theuadhe'sive. and also by thev ap 

, plication of external-‘pressure againstthe top of 
the carton; Thistendency; however, isovercome. 
by partiailyevacuatingrthe air above the upper 
surfaces of'the ?aps. H. and: t2 so-that these ?aps: 
are forced into engagement with the adhesive on 
the undersurf'ace ofth'ei?ap l3.‘ 

It will be notedi‘upom an observation" of Figure 
9,-of the drawings‘thatithe various-belt contact 
ing surfaces" 13> differ" at; various points from the’ 
spacing of the cantons A upon- the conveyor belt. 
This arrangement is sometimes desirable as'by 
this structure only; a limited number of the-suck 
tion passages" 14‘v communicate with» apertures 10‘ 
at one time.‘ Foruexample-in the arrangement» 
diagrammaticallyillustrated in’ this ?gure; only 

2. the passage 14; in, the-surface 131 at the extreme-1 
right handend‘cf the‘ suction conduit is in com->7 
muni‘catiom with an: aperture 10.- ’I-‘hus all?‘ of the 
capacity of the- vacuum supply mayv be directed 
against- a sing-lefcarton- or a limited‘: number of 
cartons at onetime, requiring a suction pump of 
much less capacity‘ than would? otherwise be nec 
essary. The remainingsuction passages ‘M are 
closed by contact‘with- the‘ conveyor belt 64; 

' Inf-the operation; thus described each- car-ton 
isv successively subjected to- the. action of suction 
on its- upper- s‘urface; this‘ suction being inter~~ 
mittent in; its action. 7Between the belt contact 
ing/surfaces 13‘ on the suction conduit 12. the 
apertures 10- are open-to» atmosphere if it is so 
desired‘, thus producing a structure in which 
the‘ tops of the cartons are alternately subject 
ed to partial» vacuum and‘v atmospheric pressure. 
While thisarrangement is not" always essential, 
it-has certain de?nite advantages in- actual prac~ 
tice. 

' In- the event the reduction of pressure above the 
?aps H and I2- isnOt‘sllf?ciEHt to'move these?aps" 
into engagement with: the undersurface of the‘ 
?ap l3 when ?rst subjectedv to the action of vacue 

- um, ‘a passage may beiprovided between the ?aps 
H or' l2v and [3, which» would tend'to'partially 
evacuatev they air‘ from the carton; It is-possible' 
that part of ‘the ‘contents of the carton may be 
raised by this suction‘. In order to prevent any 
such di?i'culty' in the event the flaps ill and l2'a-re 
not entirely- raisedl'by the ?rst application of suc 
tion, the» apertures ‘iii- are thereafter subjected to 
a'tinospheric pressure; This atmospheric pressure 
is' transmitted into’ the interior of the‘ carton‘ 
through the passage between thefiap I 3 and one-1 
or more of the underlying fiaps- H and I2. The 
carton‘top is then again subjected to the action 
o'f'suction and-this second application of reduced 
pressurei'a'bove the carton may" su?ice' to bring" 
the carton ?ap‘s‘i'nto'p'roper sealing relation. As; 
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a result with my‘ structure even though the ?aps‘ 
are not properly sealed after the ?rst applicationv~ 
of suction, they will be properly sealed by subse 
quent reductions. of pressure above the tops of 
the carton. ' 

On the other hand, if suction is constantly em 
ployed and if the ?aps are not properly sealed at 
the ?rst application-of suction,_reduced pressure 
will be transmitted into the interior of .the carton 
and there will be insu?lcient pressure within the 
carton to pull the opposed ?aps into sealing rela 
tion. It is for this reason that I have found the» 
intermittent application of suction to be some 
what advantageous. ‘ 

In Figure 11 of the drawings I disclose a modi 
?ed form of construction in which continuous 
suction is applied to the upper ends of the car-' 
tons. In this arrangement the cartons A are car 
ried by conveyors similar to the conveyors 5| and 
64 and accordingly. these conveyors have been 
given similar identifying numbers. [The only dif 
ference in the structures shown in Figures 10 and 
‘11 lies in the suction conduit, whichin Figure 11 
is identi?ed by the numeral 15. 
The suction conduit 15 has an undersurface ‘I6 

which is in constant contact with the upper sur 
face of the lower portion of the conveyor belt 64.. 
This suction conduit 15 is provided with an air 
passage 11 therethrough and a series of spaced 
apertures 19 connect the air passage 11 with the 
surface 16. The passages 19 are spaced apart a 
distance shorter than the length of the aperturesv 
‘H1 in the belt 64 so that after the apertures 16 
are sealed from the outer atmosphere these aper 
tures are in constant contact with one or another 
of the passages '19. Thus a continuous reduced 
pressure is provided above the cartons through 
out the length of the suction conduit holding the 
opposed flaps I i and i2 into sealing relation with 
the superimposed flap I3. _ 

All of the cartons A through E are provided 
with a lower sealed end of any suitable type. In 
the various cartons illustrated the lower closures 
are formed by sealing ‘end ?aps in superimposed 
relation, preferably over a mandrel so that sum-e 
cient pressure may be applied to hold the various 
?aps in sealing relation until the adhesive has set. 
Any of the cartons A through D, may be sealed 

in the sealing mechanism shown in'Figures 8 
through 11. In the case of the carton D, the par-' 
tial vacuum above the carton ?rst pivots the tabs 
42 upwardly so as to provide a communicating air 
passage with the apertures 4| so that the air above 
the opposed ?aps 36 and 31 may be partially 
evacuated. 
A slight modi?cation in the sealing apparatus 

is necessary to seal the carton E shown in Figures 
6 and 7. 
necessary to remove the folding plate 63 from the 
position shown in Figure 8 and to accomplish this 
?ap folding operation after the carton has passed 
beneath the conveyor 64. As the mechanism re 
quired to fold the ?ap M at the end of the suc 
tion action is believed obvious, the applicant has 
not illustrated this modi?cation of the structure. 
In the foregoing method the cartons are shown 

in spaced relation on their respective conveyors. 
Obviously, however, the cartons may comprise a 
continuous row of cartons if it is so desired. In 
such an event any preferred mechanism may be 
employed to synchronize the conveyor 64 with 
the cartons on the conveyor 54. 
In accordance with the patent statutes, I have 

described the principles of construction and op 
eration of my method of sealing cartons by suc 

In order to seal the-carton E it- is only, 
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tion.‘ and while I have ‘endeavored to set forth 
the best embodimentsthereof, I desire to have it ' 
understood that obvious changes may be made 
within the scope of the following claims without 
departing from the-spirit ‘of my invention. 

I claim: , ' 

1. The method of sealing cartons having clo 
sures consisting of ?ap means in surface contact, 
certain of the ?ap means outwardly of an inner.’ 
flap means having aperture means therein, the. 
method including the' steps of applying a partial 
vacuum to the closure‘of the ‘carton in a manner' 
to urge the said inner ?'ap means into contact" 
with the next adjacent ?ap means.‘ ‘ ' 

2.1 The method of sealing a carton-having an 
end- structure comprised of ?ap' means in surface‘ 
contact, "certain of-said ?ap means outwardly of 
an inner ?ap means having aperture means there 
through, the method including the steps of applya 
ing‘ adhesive to selected ~surfaces of said ?ap 
means and applying partial vacuum to the enter- 
ture means in the flap means outwardly of the" 
said inner ?ap means so as‘ to urge the said inner 
?ap means against the next adjacent ?ap means.‘ 

3. The'method. of sealing a carton having a 
closure structure comprised of at least two ?ap‘ 
means in surface contact, the ?ap-means next 
outwardly of an inner ?ap means having aperture‘ 
means therethrough, the method including the 
steps of applying a coating of ‘adhesive on a se 
lected surface between the said inner ?ap means 
and the next adjacent ?ap means, and applyingv 
partial vacuum to the‘apertures of the flap means 
next outwardly fromthe said- inner ?ap means 
so as tourge ‘the said inner ?ap means against 
the next above ?ap means. 1 - 

4. The method of sealing tubular cartons hav-I 
ing sealing flap, means foldably connected to the 
walls thereof and adapted to fold into surfacev 
contact. relation, and aperture means in a ?ap 
means ‘outwardly of I an inner flap means, the 
method. including the steps of - folding the said 
inner ?ap means across the'open end of the con 
tainer, folding the apertured ?ap means upon the 
said inner ?ap means; and subjecting the aper 
tures to partial vacuum so as‘ to-draw the said in-' 
ner ?ap means against the apertured flap means. 

a 5'. The method of sealing a tubular carton hav-' 
ing end flap means‘on the walls thereof arranged 
to fold into superimposed reiationshioone of said 
?ap means above the lowermost ?ap means hav 
ing aperture means therein; the method consist 
ing of folding the lowermost ?ap means across the - 
open end of the carton, applying adhesive there; 
to, folding the apertured ?ap‘ means over the 
lowermost ?ap means, and applying partial vacu 
um to the apertures to hold the lowermost ?ap 
means against the next adjacent flap means to 
adhere the same together. _ 

6. The method of sealing a tubular carton have 
ing rectangularly arranged side walls, two op 
posed side walls having iiaps foldable into co 

' planar relationship, flaps on the remaining op 
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posed side walls at least one of which is provided 
with aperture means therethrough arranged to 
expose a portion of each of said ?rst folded ?aps 
spaced from the edges thereof, the method con 
sisting of folding the ?rst mentioned ?aps into 
coplanar relationship, applying adhesive to se 
lected flap surfaces and folding the apertured 
?ap over the opposed flap and subjecting the ap 
erture means vto partial vacuum so- as to draw 
the opposed ?aps against the apertured ?ap. 

'l. The means of sealing a carton having end 
?ap meansarranged to fold in superimposed relagiv 
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tion, at least one ?ap means above the lowermost 
flap means having aperture means therethrough, 
the method consisting of applying adhesive to 
selected ?ap surfaces, folding one of said ?ap 
means to extend over the open end of the carton, 
folding the apertured flap means over the ?rst ' 
folded ?ap means, one of the adhesive surfaces 
being between said folded ?ap means, and apply 
ing partial vacuum to the aperture means of the 
last folded ?ap means while simultaneously hold 
ing the last folded flap means in folded position 
to draw the ?rst folded ?ap means against the 
last folded ?ap means. 

8. The method of sealing a tubular carton hav~ 
ing one pair of opposed flap means designed to 
fold into coplanar relationship and a second pair 
of ?ap means on the the remaining opposed side 
walls of the carton adapted to overlie the co 
planar ?rst folded ?ap means, at least one of 
said overlying flap means having aperture means 
therethrough, the method consisting of folding 
the first named flaps into coplanar relation, ap 
plying adhesive to selected surfaces of the ?ap 
means, folding the apertured ?ap means to over-v 
lie the coplanar flap means, applying partial 
vacuum to the apertures while holding the aper 
tured ?ap means in folded position so as to draw 
the coplanar ?ap means into sealing engagement 
with the apertured flap means. 

9. The method of sealing a carton having ?aps 
arranged to fold in superimposed relation, at least 
one of the flap means above the lowermost flap 
means having aperture means therethrough, the 
method consisting of applying adhesive to at least 
one surface of said flap means between said low 
ermost ?ap means and said aperture ?ap means, 
and intermittently applying suction to said aper 
ture means to draw said lowermost flap means 
into sealing relation with said apertured flap 
means. 

10. The method of sealing a carton having su 
perimposed closing flap means, at least one ?ap 
means above the lowermost flap means having ap 
erture means therethrough, the method consist 
ing of applying adhesive to a flap surface be 
tween the lowermost flap means and the aper 
tured flap means, and alternately subjecting the 
aperture means to partial vacuum and atmos 
pheric pressure. 

11. The method of sealing a carton having a 
series of superimposed closing ?ap means, at least 
one flap means above the lowermost ?ap means 
having aperture means therethrough, the method 
consisting of applying adhesive to a ?ap surface 
between the lowermost ?ap means and the ap 
ertured ?ap means, holding the apertured ?ap 
means in folded position and intermittently ap 
plying partial vacuum to said aperture means. 

12. The method of sealing a carton having a 
series of superimposed closing flap means, at least 
one ?ap means above the lowermost ?ap means 
having aperture means therethrough, the method 
comprising applying adhesive to a surface be 
tween the lowermost flap means and the aper-‘ 
tured ?ap means, and alternately subjecting the 
apertures to partial vacuum and atmospheric 
pressure. 
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13. The method of sealing a carton having su 

perimposed ?ap means, all of said flap means 
above the lowermost flap means having register 
ing openings therethrough, the method consist 
ing of applying adhesive to flap surfaces between 
the superimposed flap means, and subjecting the 
openings to partial vacuum to draw the lower 
most ?ap means against the next adjacent flap 
means. 

14. The method of sealing a carton having su; 
perimposed ?ap means, all of said flap means 
above the lowermost ?ap means having register 
ing openings therethrough, the method consisting 
of applying adhesive to ?ap surfaces between the 
superimposed ?ap means, and intermittently 
subjecting the openings to partial. vacuum to draw 
the lowermost flap means against the next adja 
cent flap means. 

15. The method of sealing a carton having 
superimposed flap means, all of said flap means 
above the lowermost ?ap means having register 
ing openings therethrough, the method consisting 
of applying adhesive to ?ap surfaces between the 
superimposed ?ap means, and alternately sub 
jecting the openings to partial vacuum and at 
mospheric pressure to draw the lowermost flap 7, 
means against the next adjacent ?ap means. 

16. The method of sealing a carton having at 
least three thicknesses of flap means in super 
imposed relation to act as a closure, the interme 
diate ?ap means having apertures therethrough, 
the method comprising folding the lowermost 
flap means over the end of the carton body, ap 
plying adhesive to a surface between the lower 
most ?ap means and the apertured flap means, 
folding the apertured flap means to overlie the 
lowermost ?ap means, applying partial vacuum 
to the apertures to draw the lowermost ?ap means 
against the apertured ?ap means, applying par 
tial vacuum to the apertures to draw the lower 
most ?ap means against the apertured ?ap 
means, applying adhesive to a surface between 
the apertured ?ap means and the next adjacent 
flap means, and folding the next adjacent flap 
means to overlie the apertured ?ap means. 

17. A carton sealing apparatus for use with 
tubular cartons having end ?aps arranged to fold 
into superimposed relationship, at least one of 
the ?ap means above the lowermost flap means 
having aperture means therethrough, the ap 
paratus comprising means for folding the flap 
means into superimposed relation, means‘ for ap 
plying adhesive between the superimposed ?ap 
means, and means engageable with the apertured 
?ap means to communicate partial vacuum there 
to. 
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